PRESS RELEASE
MESSRING moved to new headquarter
World market leader for crash test technology moves to new headquarter / Setting the
course for innovation and further development of the organization
Munich, 30. November 2020 – MESSRING GmbH has moved to its new company premises. The
building on the Air Tech Campus Oberpfaffenhofen in Friedrichshafener Strasse 4c has been
gradually put into operation over the past two weeks. On Saturday, the last moving boxes of the
approximately 150 employees had been transported from the old offices. The new venue has
7,200 square meters of office and hall space and offers all employees attractive and modern
workplaces only five kilometers away from the old location.
The new headquarter was planned and built exactly according to the needs of MESSRING. Since
the start of construction in September 2019 all requirements and wishes of MESSRING were
incorporated in close cooperation with the construction company. The result is a working
environment that is characterized by open, bright rooms and numerous meeting rooms that invite
the exchange of ideas and joint project work.
The highlight of the building complex is the large hall including its own crash test facility and two
sled test facilities. The crash test facility is fully equipped with state-of-the-art technology and is
used not only for pre-assembly of customer orders but also for both internal and external tests
from research and development projects. In addition, there is sufficient space in the crash hall and
on the open-air grounds for tests from the Active Safety area - which is becoming increasingly
important for MESSRING - that deals with the validation of autonomous driving functions.
Dierk Arp, Managing Director of MESSRING GmbH, regarding the move: "After 20 successful
years with continuous growth MESSRING is taking a big step in its commitment to improving traffic
safety by moving into the new building. Our goal is to further revive the tradition of over 50 years of
crash test innovation with the new environment and working conditions and to carry it successfully
into the future".
Facts and figures of the headquarter:
Office building with:
•
capacity up to 200 workstations,
•
over 20 meeting rooms
•
and five e-charging stations in the initial phase (up to 25 possible in the future).
Crash test facility and hall with:
•
100 meters track length,
•
6D sled system (in 2021),
•
Acceleration sled "Compact Impact Sled"
•
and two workrooms for commissioning of all MESSRING products.
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The image is free for editorial use by adding credit © “MESSRING GmbH”.
A high resolution version is available for download here: direct download

About MESSRING:
MESSRING GmbH is the world market leader for crash test technology. Innovative products and specialized expertise
are the foundation of MESSRING's long-standing success. Based in the southwest of Munich, the mid-sized company’s
product offerings range from the realization of large, turnkey and multifunctional crash test facilities to the delivery of
compact crash simulation test systems. In close cooperation with automotive engineers and manufacturers, MESSRING
develops application specific solutions that enable the automotive industry to test their active and passive vehicle safety
systems. With more than 130 employees and over 120 crash and sled test facilities installed worldwide, MESSRING has
been contributing to making traffic and transportation safer for over 50 years.
As a pioneer in the field of passive safety, MESSRING has set itself the goal of also playing a leading role in active
safety. For this reason, MESSRING Active Safety GmbH was founded in 2018, whose core competence is in the
development of test systems for driver assistance systems and autonomous vehicles.
Further information can be found at www.messring.de.
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